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#I Fundamental Concepts in Quantum Information L
· "QuantumOperations"
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Lecture. Elitzur-Vaidman Puzzle (contd)
· UnitaryTransformations & Multi-qubit systems

#

Ap Howto transform state ofaqubit?
117 goes to

Rotation #x kp> Eg. Ro-sof =1i)

ReflectionErik Eg. Reflection around 450 line (NOT7 Also, called

10-> (17 L0I
Xgate

117 -> 107

Reflection around22.5"line (Hadamard H)

10) -1+7 E""I113 -1-7

VISIT Elitzur-Vaidman Bonk Tester

Ad OR b fuse attacked to "e"filter

↑ -
->

W -
Nothinghappens Photon measured ina.

basis & bomb explodes if117

is measured ow photon comes out

classically no chance ofdetecting
Itstate gave us 25% chance

Let's try to give a better algorithm usingthe new operations introduced



· Start with 10L

->
-

· Apply Ra where 9=E for n=100000

· send into box

↳ · Ifno explosion, repeat steps 2 and 3 in times

· Measure instandard basis

=

Dud:Qubit exits atangle a

Bomb: IP(measure"(07"7 =(ose)andthen 10) exits

#[measove"11) "7 =(Sin 2)=22

Ifno explosion, photon comes out instate 10)

Repeat steps 2 and 3 in times

#
zingFull Algorithm Case Dud:After in rotations, state ofqubit is 11)

since eachrotationis
21

&

Bomb:Final state assumingto explosion is 107

#[explosion] =n.9 =I =small

Duringinerdbasis:Dud ->113 perfectly distinguish
Bomb -> 10) if there is no explosion

Rotation and Reflection operations are what are calledunitarytransformations!
We will talk aboutthem more generallyso letus firstintroduce aqudit.

*

NditA quantum system in superposition ofa basic states (1), 127,..... 1d>

(i) =14x =((z) +-... +add) where 19,1+...+ka=1

ait" vinsa audit inthebasisattoe
d=4

....
and so on

State ofapudit can also be changed byrotation/reflection in d-dimensions



#

aw 3 A audit state can be changed byanymetransactionthatelength

These are calledunitarytransformations =Dexd

IS.t. * 14) 1214) ( =114411
2

=>(()(4))
+

(0143) =xcP(44)
=>(104)

=(414)

This can onlyhappen iffUTU=I

==x=(y . . . . (a) then ut =E I
soit win=(iii) =j..)

....

then columns ofL form an orthonormal basis

Another equivalent defi:LU=I Einverse of0 =ut

This implies that if U is allowed, then so is I All unitary operations
are reversible

Another equivalent defn:1) preserves angles (or inner products)

(10x
+

(14) =<p(4
+x((p) =<0(4)

Eg. (On qubits) Ro=/108- check thatitis unitaryI
NOT - 1I = o
H ==(= =

2)

s=(: i7 = =(8 -1]



0E.(On qudits with d=31 I 08)(i)=(54) preserves length
1

permutation

Matrix

00 or10 11

(Qudits with d=4) SWAP=00 1 0 0 0

000 1
0

10 I 0 1 0 0 I
11 ⑧ 00 1

I I 11

HQ2 = E I 1 - -1 I11 -1-1

-1 -11

#
fact:EveryunitaryU has a square root

e.g. R = Raxe andIoT =(1.i)

#qubit systems

Most common way ofobtaininga qudit:2 qubits

e.g. photon "o"=2 or "1" =4

state Voo (00 + , 10K
+

V 1107+V, 111)

Say Alice has a qubit 14) andBob has a qubit147eD2

tion1: What isthe joint A-d state."

on2: If Bob applies aunitaryWt9 to his qubit,
what is the new 4-d State?

estion3:If onlyAlicemeasures her qubit, what happens?



Lets try to answer question 1.

We can view two qubits as a joint 4-d system:

Voo100> +, (01 +V,ol10) +4,111)
↑

In
Bob's

Alice's
qubit

qubit

SayAlice'squbit 14) =a,107 +x111)

Bob's qubit 10 =B010) +B111]

Analogous to the probabilityrules for flippingtwo coins,

Overall amplitude of 100) =d.Po

So, Noo-doBo, NordoPs, V, =2, Bo, U, =a, Bi

This better be a quantum state. Let's check that

Noo +180,1+1,1+15,1=(1901+19,14) (1B0+1B, 14) =1.1 =1

More generally, what is the joint state oftwo pudits?

Aaw4 Alice d-qudit Bob e-qudit

-( 147 =!
Joint state is de-dimensional qudit

112) 2,B2

11D

↓
aBI

I !
a

is aime =anbl)=meie121 &
2Bi

:

Ide] ade in
This operation is called atensor product.



More generally, tensor product of two matrices A andB:

*
B =1.

mxn matrix p xqmatrix

A*B =

1of Each block is a pxq matrix↓
rp xnq matrix

#LECTUREMulti-qubit system
(contd)

Quantum Circuits & Entanglement


